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Handout - What Scripture Commandments Do We Obey?   
 
Why?  How do we make decisions about which of these commands are still 
normative and which are not? 
 
Problematic responses: 

1.  Get rid of the Old Testament! – but all Scripture is God-breathed, and 
God’s 2000 year plan with Israel was not wasted time. 

2. Moral progression theory – but look at the 20th and 21st Centuries. 
3. My internal compass – but this is purely subjective, and two individuals 

often have opposing internal beliefs 
4. Rule of love – Yes!  This is one of our seven rules for reading Scripture, but 

it is dangerous in isolation.  Must define “love” for this rule to be applied 
well. 

 
“We must distinguish between kingdom values and cultural values within the 
Biblical text.”  The Bible is a storybook, not a rulebook.  Which part of these 
stories represent the cultural values of their era, and which part represents the 
kingdom values of all eras? 
 
Example – Patriarchs in the Book of Genesis 
 
Walking a tightrope – the chasms of poor Scriptural application are the dismissal 
of kingdom values, and the enforcement of outdated cultural values. 
 
The HOW is what matters. 
 

WWJD and WWJT – What Would Jesus Do/Think? 
- Inherently flawed questions attempting to address essential questions for 

the believer 
- Discipleship from a 1st Century rabbinical point of view.  Matthew 14:22-

33 
 
No decoder ring other than Jesus. 
Jesus is the full revelation of God’s kingdom and character and will. Colossians 
1:19-20. 
Scripture is the authoritative and inspired word of God about Jesus – John 
20:30-31.  Note – it is the Jesus of the Bible, the true Jesus of history, who is the 
one who teaches us right thought – not the Jesus of our imaginations.  
 
Equipped with the mind of Christ (Philippians 2:5), we can not only rightly read 
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and interpret the topics found in the Bible, we can also approach topics in our 
modern world. 
 
The goal of a disciple is to know Jesus so well that we correctly contextualize his 
teaching and gospel in our cultural setting. 
 
Which of the following topics are discussed in the Bible?  Where?  How can a 
Jesus-centered view of Scripture lift us beyond proof-texting to real insight and 
debate? 
 

1. Legalization of drugs 
2. Electoral reforms 
3. Nuclear weapons/disarmament 
4. Climate Change 
5. Health Care 
6. Transgender Identity 
7. Abortion 
8. Gun ownership/control 
9. Debt (national, individual, etc) 
10. Immigration 

 
 
Key Concept: If we approach both the Bible and our world from this Jesus-
centered worldview, we might at times come to different conclusions, but we can 
respect the thoughts and the thinkers.   
 
Key Concept: Living in the Kingdom of God means no topic is outside the 
authority of Christ. 
 
Conversation: Discussion Questions 
 

1. Why is proof-texting (finding a single verse to prove a point) a problematic 
way to apply a book of narrative like the Bible? 

 
2. What makes it difficult to distinguish between cultural values and 

kingdom values in the Bible? 
 

3. What topics that occur in Scripture do you find most perplexing, 
challenging or difficult to understand?  Why? 
 

4. What topics from our modern context are most difficult to view through 
the mind of Christ?  Why? 

 


